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1. Introduction

Much recent computational work in psycholinguistics has called upon insights from information theory to bridge between psycholinguistic experiments and statistical models of language. For example, argues that information-theoretic considerations can explain speakers' structural choices in sentence production. Likewise, in sentence comprehension, each word conveys a certain amount of information and – to the extent that language comprehension is information processing – this amount should be predictive of how much cognitive effort is required to process the word [Hale, 2006; Levy, 2008]. The amount of information conveyed by a word (or word information for short) can be computed from probabilistic models of the language, whereas the amount of cognitive effort involved in processing a word can be observed, for example by measuring word reading times. Comparisons between word-information values and reading times have indeed revealed that more informative words take longer to read (e.g., Frank, 2013; Smith & Levy, 2013).

Studies that investigate how word information relates to reading time are not necessarily concerned with explaining any particular psycholinguistic phenomenon. Rather, they tend to apply large-scale regression analyses to uncover the general relation between quantitative predictions and reading times on each word of a text corpus. In the current paper, we apply such a parametric (non-factorial) experimental design to investigate the effect of word information on the ERP response during sentence reading. That is, we bridge between computational, probabilistic models of language processing and the neural computations involved in sentence comprehension.

1.1. Quantifying word information

The rapid serial visual presentation procedure that is typical for EEG reading studies (and was also applied in our experiment) ensures that all words are read in strictly serial order. Hence, the comprehension process for a k-word sentence can be assumed to comprise a sequence of comprehension events for k words: \( w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_k \) for short. The different measures of information that have been put forth as cognitively relevant to sentence processing are all rooted in a probabilistic formalization of such word-by-word comprehension.

After the first t words of the sentence, \( w_{1:t} \), have been processed, the identity of the upcoming word, \( w_{t+1} \), is still unknown and can therefore be viewed as a random variable. The surprisal (or ‘self information’) of the outcome of a random variable is...
defined as the negative logarithm of the outcome's probability, which in this case is the probability of the actual next word $w_{t+1}$ given the sentence so far:

$$\text{surprisal} (w_{t+1}) = - \log P(w_{t+1}|w_{1:t}),$$  

(1)

where the base of the logarithm forms an arbitrary scaling factor (we use base-e). Informally, the surprisal of a word can be viewed as a measure of the extent to which its occurrence was unexpected.

The symbols $w$ in Eq. (1) do not need to stand for actual words. Instead, they may represent the words' syntactic categories (i.e., their parts-of-speech; PoS), in which case Eq. (1) formalizes the unexpectedness of the encountered PoS given the PoS-sequence corresponding to the sentence so far. This does away with any (lexical) semantics and may thereby reveal purely syntactic effects (cf. Frank & Bod, 2011).

Several authors have put forth theoretical arguments for surprisal as a measure of cognitive processing effort or predictor of word reading time (Hale, 2001; Levy, 2008; Smith & Levy, 2008; Smith & Levy, 2013) and it is indeed well established by now that reading times correlate positively with the surprisal of words (Fernandez Monsalve, Frank, & Vigliocco, 2012; Frank, 2013; Frank & Thompson, 2012; Mitchell, Lapata, Demberg, & Keller, 2010; Roark, Bachrach, Cardenas, & Pallier, 2008; Smith & Levy, 2013) as well as with the surprisal of parts-of-speech (Boston, Hale, Patil, Kliegl, & Vasilysh, 2008; Boston, Hale, Vasilysh, & Kliegl, 2011; Demberg & Keller, 2008; Frank & Bod, 2013).

A second important concept from information theory is entropy (Shannon, 1948), a measure of the uncertainty about the outcome of a random variable. For example, after processing $w_t$, the uncertainty about the remainder of the sentence is quantified by the entropy of the distribution of probabilities over the possible continuations $w_{t+1:k}$ (with $k > t$). This entropy is defined as

$$H(W_{t+1:k}) = - \sum_{w_{t+1:k}} P(w_{t+1:k}|w_{1:t}) \log P(w_{t+1:k}|w_{1:t}),$$  

(2)

where $W_{t+1:k}$ is a random variable with the particular sentence continuations $w_{t+1:k}$ as its possible outcomes. When the next word or part-of-speech, $w_{t+1}$, is encountered, this will usually decrease the uncertainty about the rest of the sentence, that is, $H(W_{t+1:k})$ is generally smaller than $H(W_{t+1:k})$. The difference between the two is the entropy reduction, which will be denoted $\Delta H$. Entropy is strongly reduced when moving from a situation in which there exists many possible, low-probability continuations to one in which there are few, high-probability continuations. Informally, entropy reduction can be said to quantify how much ambiguity is resolved by the current word or PoS, at least, to the extent that disambiguation reduces the number of possible sentence continuations.

Hale (2003, 2006, 2011) argues that entropy reduction quantifies the amount of cognitive processing effort during sentence comprehension. However, $\Delta H$ as defined here is a simplification of Hale's original proposal, which relies on syntactic structures rather than mere word strings (see Frank, 2013). Reading times are indeed predicted by $\Delta H$, both when defined over words (Frank, 2013) and over parts-of-speech (Frank, 2010), even after factoring out surprisal. Another variation of entropy reduction has also been shown to correlate with reading times (Wu, Bachrach, Cardenas, & Schuler, 2010).

To summarize, we use four definitions of the amount of information conveyed: the surprisal of words or their PoS, and the entropy reduction due to words or their PoS.

1.2. The present study

Our current objectives are twofold. First, we wish to investigate whether a relation between word information and ERP amplitude indeed exists. We looked at six different ERP components, three of which are generally viewed as indicative of lexical, semantic, or conceptual processing; these are the N400, and (Early) Post-N400 Positivity (EPNP and PNP) components. The other three have been claimed to reflect syntactic processing: (Early) Left Anterior Negativity (ELAN and LAN) and P600. Because we have defined information not only for each word in a sentence but also for the word's syntactic category, ERP components that are related to either lexical or syntactic processing can potentially be distinguished. Likewise, we compare the surprisal and entropy reduction measures. In particular, an effect of word surprisal is expected on the size of the N400, a negative-going deflection with a centro-parietal distribution, peaking at about 400 ms after word onset. Previous work (Dambacher, Kliegl, Hofmann, & Jacobs, 2006) has shown that this component correlates with cloze probability, which can be taken as an informal estimate of word probability, based on human judgments rather than statistical models. In addition, Parviz, Johnson, Johnson, and Brock (2011) estimated surprisal on sentence-final nouns appearing in either low- or high-constraining sentence context that made the nouns less or more predictable. They found that the N400 (as measured by MEG) was sensitive to surprisal. However, no effect of surprisal remained after factoring out context constraint.

It is much harder to derive clear predictions for the other ERP components and alternative notions of word information. We return to this issue in Section 4.2, which discusses why relations between particular information measures and ERP components may be expected on the basis of the current literature.

Second, the use of model-derived rather than cloze probabilities allows us to compare the explanatory value of different probabilistic language models. Any such model can estimate the probabilities required to compute surprisal and entropy, at least in principle. However, models differ in their underlying assumptions about the linguistic structures and mechanisms involved in sentence comprehension. A model whose assumptions are closer to cognitive reality should give rise to information measures that are more predictive of experimental data. Hence, the most plausible cognitive mechanisms for sentence processing can be identified by comparing different models’ abilities to explain the ERPs. This approach to selection among sentence comprehension models has previously been applied successfully using reading time data from eye tracking studies (Frank & Bod, 2011; Frank & Thompson, 2012). Here, we compare three model types that are based on very different assumption: n-gram models, which do not embody any cognitive or linguistic theory; recurrent neural networks, which are domain-general temporal learning and processing systems; and phrase-structure grammars, which capture hierarchical syntactic structure.

2. Methods

2.1. EEG data collection

2.1.1. Participants

Twenty-four healthy, adult volunteers (10 female, mean age 28.0 years) from the UCL Psychology subject pool took part in the reading study. All were right handed and native speakers of English. They were paid £15 for their participation.

2.1.2. Materials

As the current study aimed at investigating the general relation between word information and ERP amplitudes, the sentence stimuli were not intended to manipulate any particular linguistic construction or psychological factor. Rather, they were sampled to be representative of written British English. The use of naturally
occurring materials rather than hand-crafted experimental stimuli increases the generalizability of results.

We took the 205 sentences (comprising 1931 word tokens) from the UCL corpus of reading times (Frank, Fernandez Monsalve, Thompson, & Vigliocco, 2013) for which eye-tracking data are available. These sentences, which came from three little known novels, do not contain any syntactic violations, semantic anomalies, or other unnatural use of language. One hundred and ten (54%) of the sentences were paired with a yes/no comprehension question to ensure that participants read attentively. For further details, including the list of stimuli, see Frank et al. (2013).

2.1.3. Procedure

The sentences were presented in random order. Each sentence's presentation was preceded by a centrally located fixation cross. As soon as the participant pressed a key, the cross was replaced by the sentence's first word, which was then automatically replaced by each subsequent word. Words were always centrally located on the monitor, printed in 24-point Courier New font, in black letters on a 10% gray background. Word presentation duration (ignoring the variable delay caused by the screen refresh rate) equalled 190 + 20m ms, where \( m \) is the number of characters in the word, including any attached punctuation. Such word-length dependent presentation duration allows for more natural reading compared to a fixed presentation rate (Nieuwland & Van Berkum, 2006). After the word disappeared, there was a 390 ms interval before appearance of the next word, making the theoretically shortest SOA (i.e., following one-letter words) equal to 390 + 190 + 20 = 600 ms. In reality, the screen-refresh delay yielded a minimum SOA of 627 ms (mean: 700 ms; SD: 34 ms). A technical malfunction resulted in much longer than intended SOA at three occasions. Data on the corresponding sentences (one for each of three subjects) was not analyzed.

The comprehension question (if any) was presented directly after offset of the sentence-final word. The next sentence's fixation cross appeared as soon as the subject answered the question, or after key press if there was no question. All participants answered at least 80% of the comprehension questions correctly.

Participants were urged to minimize blinks, eye movements, and head movements during sentence presentation. They were encouraged to take a few minutes break after reading 50, 100, and 150 sentences. A complete session, including fitting of the EEG cap, took approximately 1.5 h.

2.1.4. EEG recording and preprocessing

The EEG signal was recorded continuously at a rate of 500 Hz from 32 scalp sites (montage M10, see Fig. 3 and www.easycap.de) and the two mastoids relative to a midfrontal site using silver/silver-chloride electrodes with impedances below 5 kΩ. Vertical eye movements were recorded bipolarly from electrodes above and below the right eye, and horizontal eye movements from electrodes at the outer canthi. Signals were band-pass filtered online between 0.01 and 35 Hz. Offline, signals were filtered between 0.05 and 25 Hz (zero phase shift, 96 dB roll-off), downsampled to 250 Hz, and re-referenced to the average of the two mastoids, reinstating the frontal electrode site.

The signal was epoched into trials ranging from 100 ms before until 924 ms after each word onset. Any trial with a peak amplitude of over 100 µV was removed. Further artifacts (mostly due to eye blinks) were identified by visual inspection and corresponding trials were removed.

2.2. Estimating word information

2.2.1. Training corpus

The conditional probabilities in Eqs. (1) and (2), required to compute surprisal and entropy, can be accurately estimated by any probabilistic language model that is trained on a large text corpus. Our corpus consisted of 1.06 million sentences from the written-text part of the British National Corpus (BNC), selected by taking the 10,000 most frequent word types from the full BNC and then extracting all BNC sentences that contain only those words. The corresponding parts-of-speech were obtained by applying the Stanford parser (Klein & Manning, 2003) to the selected BNC sentences, resulting in syntactic tree structures where each word token is assigned one of 45 PoS labels (following the Penn Treebank PoS-tagging guidelines; Santorini, 1991).

2.2.2. Language models

We applied three model types that vary greatly in their underlying assumptions: n-gram models (also known as Markov models), recurrent neural networks (RNNs), and probabilistic phrase-structure grammars (PSGs). An n-gram model estimates the probability of a word by taking only the previous \( n \) words into account. That is, \( P(w_{t+1}\mid w_{1:t}) \) is reduced to \( P(w_{t+1}\mid w_{t-n+2:t}) \). Because of this radical simplification, n-gram models are not considered cognitively or linguistically realistic. Nevertheless, they can be remarkably accurate because the n-gram probabilities can be estimated efficiently and accurately by simply counting the frequencies of very short words strings \( w_{t-n+2:t} \) and \( w_{t-n+2:t+1} \) in the training corpus.

The SRILM software (Stolcke, 2002) was used to train three n-gram models (with \( n = 2, 3, \) and 4) on the 1.06 million selected BNC sentences, using modified Kneser–Ney smoothing (Chen & Goodman, 1999). Three more models (with \( n = 2, 3, \) and 4) were trained on the sentences’ PoS. The simplicity of n-gram models makes it feasible to train them on very large data sets, so three additional models (again with \( n = 2, 3, \) and 4) were obtained by training on the 4.8 million sentences of the full BNC.

The RNN is like an n-gram model in the sense that it is trained on unanalyzed word sequences rather than syntactic structures. However, it is sensitive to all of the sentence's previous words, and not just the previous \( n = 1 \), because it uses an internal layer of units to integrate over the entire word sequence. It does so by combining the input representing the current word \( w_t \) with the current state of the internal layer, which itself depends on the entire sequence of previous inputs \( w_{1:t-1} \) (see Elman, 1990). Such systems have been widely applied to cognitive modeling of temporal processing, also outside the linguistic domain, because (unlike the PSG model) they do not rely on any particular linguistic assumption. For example, they do not assume syntactic categories or hierarchical structure.

The RNN model was identical in both architecture and training procedure to the one presented by Fernandez Monsalve et al. (2012) and Frank (2013), except that the current RNN received a larger number of word types and sentences for training. Its output after processing the sentence-so-far \( w_{1:t} \) is a probability distribution \( P(w_{t+1}\mid w_{1:t}) \) over all word types. That is, at each point in a sentence, the network estimates the probability of each possible upcoming word.

The number of different parts-of-speech is much smaller than the number of word types (45 versus 10,000). Consequently, a much simpler RNN architecture (Elman’s, 1990, simple recurrent network) suffices for modeling PoS-sequences.

To obtain a range of increasingly accurate models, nine training corpora of different sizes were constructed by taking increasingly large subsets of the training sentences, such that the smallest subset held just 2000 sentences and largest contained all 1.06 million. The networks were trained on each of these, as well as on all 1.06 million BNC sentences twice, yielding a total of ten RNN models trained on words and ten trained on parts-of-speech.

Unlike n-gram and RNN models, PSGs are based on linguistic insights about the hierarchical syntactic structure of sentences. A
probabilistic grammar assigns possible structures to a sentence, as well as probabilities to the structures. From these follow the probabilities of the sentence’s words.

The training corpus for the PSGs was the set of selected BNC sentences’ syntactic structures, as assigned by the Stanford parser. A PSG was extracted from each of the nine, incrementally large subsets of the selected BNC sentences (as explained above)\(^1\) by Roark’s (2001) PSG-induction algorithm. Nine PSGs defined over PoS-strings were obtained by the same procedure, except that the words were removed from the training sentences’ syntactic structures, leaving the parts-of-speech to play the role of words.

2.2.3. Surprisal and linguistic accuracy

After training, the language models were presented with the same 205 sentences as read by the participants in our EEG study. Generating surprisal values for these sentences is straightforward because all three model types directly output a probability estimate for each word.

A particular model’s surprisal estimates also serve to quantify how well that model has captured the statistical patterns of English sentences: Good language models form accurate expectations about the upcoming words so generally assign high probability (i.e., low surprisal) to words that actually appear. Hence, we take the average log-transformed word probability over the experimental sentences as a measure of a model’s linguistic accuracy (Frank & Bod, 2011).\(^2\) Although this measure says nothing about the model’s ability to account for ERP data, we would expect models with higher linguistic accuracy to provide better fit to the ERP amplitudes because such models more closely capture the linguistic knowledge of our native English speaking participants.

2.2.4. Entropy reduction

The word–sequence probabilities required for computing entropy (Eq. (2)) follow from the next-word probabilities by application of the chain rule: \(P(w_{t+1} | w_1, t) = \prod_{k=1}^{t} P(w_{t-k+1} | w_1, t)\). However, the number of word sequences grows exponentially with sequence length, resulting in a combinatorial explosion when attempting to compute all the \(P(w_{t+1} | w_1, t)\) for anything but very short sequences \(w_{t+1} \ldots w_t\). The RNN model fares better in this respect than the other two model types because it computes the probability distribution \(P(w_{t+2} | w_1, t)\) over all word types in parallel. This distribution can be fed back as input into the network to get the distribution at \(t+2\), etc. For this reason, only the RNN model was used to estimate entropy. Following Frank (2013), the computation was simplified by retaining only the 40 most probable word sequences when feeding back the probability distribution (no such restriction applied to the computation of PoS entropy). Furthermore, the ‘lookahead distance’ was restricted to \(k \leq 4\), that is, no more than four upcoming words or PoS (i.e., sequences \(w_{t-k+1} \ldots w_t\), or shorter) are taken into account when computing entropy.

It has been shown that this RNN-based simplified entropy reduction measure suffices to explain variance in word reading times over and above what is already explained by surprisal. However, it strongly depends on the value of \(k\): In an analysis of \(\Delta H\)-values defined over words, Frank (2013) found that larger \(k\) resulted in stronger correlation with reading time, reaching statistical significance when \(k > 2\).

2.3. Data analysis

2.3.1. ERP components

Six ERP components of interest were chosen on the basis of the literature on ERP studies using visually presented sentences. Table 1 shows the time window (relative to word onset) and sites assigned to each component, as well as references to the studies on which these assignments were based. Because of differences in EEG cap montage, some of the selected electrode locations only approximated those from the cited studies. Also, the time window of the PNP component was reduced to 600–700 ms (from Thornhill and Van Petten’s 600–900 ms) so that the PNP resulting from the current word is only minimally (if at all) affected by the upcoming word that can appear as soon as 627 ms after the current word’s onset. The ERP amplitude for a particular component, subject, and word token was defined as the average scalp potential over the ERP’s time window and electrode sites as listed in Table 1.

Our interest in ERP effects at each word, in combination with the uncontrolled nature of the stimuli, makes it difficult to prevent large differences in EEG baselines. Simply subtracting baseline ERPs from the amplitudes can cause artifacts, in particular for early components (see, e.g., Steinhauser & Drury, 2012). One safe and efficient method for mitigating the baseline problem is to reduce the correlation between the ERP baselines and amplitudes by applying an additional high-pass filter with a sufficiently high cut-off frequency. We compared the correlations between ERP baselines (determined by averaging over each component’s electrodes in the 100 ms leading up to word onset) and amplitudes after applying 0.25 Hz, 0.33 Hz, or 0.50 Hz high-pass filters,\(^3\) or no additional filter. As can be seen in the online supplementary materials, the 0.50 Hz filter yielded the weakest correlation overall, so this filter was used to compute the amplitudes for subsequent data analysis.

Our statistical analyses assume normally distributed data, but the distribution of amplitudes was far from normal for the ELAN, LAN, EPNP, and PNP components: Their excess kurtosis ranged from +1.33 to +6.21 where values between ±1 are generally considered acceptable. Therefore, the modulus transformation (John & Draper, 1980) was applied to these components, bringing all excess kurtosis values below 1. All six ERP amplitude distributions were nearly symmetrical (skewness was between –0.149 and +0.025) so their divergence from normality is negligible.

2.3.2. Quantifying fit to ERP amplitude

Words attached to a comma, clitics, sentence-initial, and sentence-final words were discarded from further analysis, leaving a grand total of 31,997 analyzed data points per investigated ERP component.

The ERP amplitudes were not averaged over subjects or items. Instead, variance among subjects and among items is taken into account by fitting a linear mixed-effects regression model to each set of ERP amplitudes (the same approach was applied by Dambacher et al., 2006). These regression models included as standardized covariates: log-transformed word frequency, word length (number of characters), word position in the sentence, sentence position in the experiment, and all two-way interactions between these. In addition, there were by-subject and by-item random intervals, as well as the maximal by-subject random slope structure (as advocated by Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tilly, 2013).

\(^1\) The smallest subset held 3000 rather than 2000 sentences, because not all experimental sentences could be parsed by a grammar trained on the 2000-sentence set.

\(^2\) To be precise, we take the average over all words in the experimental sentences, weighted by the number of times the word takes part in the analysis of the ERP data. The models’ linguistic accuracies are presented in the supplementary materials.

\(^3\) The filters were applied to the continuous EEG signal during each sentence presentation, from 100 ms before the first word onset up to 924 ms after the sentence-final word onset. The rest of the signal was not included because participants were encouraged to blink and move between sentence presentations, causing many artifacts. Since a sentence’s first and last word are not included in the analysis, there is no risk of edge-effects from filtering each sentence individually.
3. Results

3.1. Exploratory and confirmatory analyses

As displayed in Fig. 1, the exploratory analysis identified four potential effects: Word surprisal seems to predict the amplitude of N400 and, to a much lesser extent, LAN; Word entropy reduction may explain EPNP and, to a much lesser extent, PNP. There are no potential effects of the PoS information measures (see the supplementary materials for all exploratory results).

Of the four potential effects, only the N400 survives in the Confirmatory Data (see Fig. 2). All model types reach $\chi^2 > 11$ for this component, which corresponds to $p < .001$. Hence, we have reliable evidence for an effect of word surprisal on the N400 but not for any other relation between word (or PoS) information and any ERP component.

Having established that a word surprisal effect occurs in both the Exploratory and Confirmatory Data sets, we now take the full set of data to investigate whether the effect can indeed be considered an N400. To this aim, Fig. 3 plots average ERP wave forms at each electrode, separately for words with low (bottom third) and high (top third) word surprisal as estimated by the 4-gram model because this model showed the strongest overall effect on the N400 (see Fig. 4). The high-surprisal words result in a more negative deflection than the low-surprisal words, in particular within the 300–500 ms time window and at central sites, as is typical for the N400. Hence, word surprisal indeed affects N400 amplitude. The corresponding regression coefficient ranges from $-0.17$ (for the n-gram model) to $-0.22$ (for RNN), which is to say that one standard deviation increase in surprisal corresponds to an average increase in N400 amplitude of between 0.17 and 0.22 $\mu$V.

3.2. Comparing word classes

Because nearly all studies that find N400 effects are concerned with content words only, it is of interest to perform separate

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Time window (ms)</th>
<th>Electrode sites</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ELAN</td>
<td>125–175</td>
<td>8, 21, 22, 33, 34, 37, 49, 50</td>
<td>Gunter et al. (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAN</td>
<td>300–400</td>
<td>8, 18, 33, 34, 48, 49</td>
<td>Kaan and Swaab (2003a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N400</td>
<td>300–500</td>
<td>1, 14, 24, 25, 26, 29, 30, 31, 41, 42, 44, 45, 46, 47</td>
<td>Dambacher et al. (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPNP</td>
<td>400–600</td>
<td>35, 36, 37, 49, 50</td>
<td>Thornhill and Van Petten (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P600</td>
<td>500–700</td>
<td>1, 12, 14, 16, 24, 25, 26, 29, 30, 31, 39, 40, 41, 42, 44, 45, 46, 47</td>
<td>Van Berkum et al. (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNP</td>
<td>600–700</td>
<td>1, 8, 10, 18, 21, 22, 24, 31, 33, 34</td>
<td>Thornhill and Van Petten (2012)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As mentioned above, no baseline correction was applied because of the risk of introducing artifacts. Instead, ERP baseline is also included as a factor in the regression model. This factors out any systematic difference in ERP amplitude that is already present pre-stimulus, whereas no post-stimulus ‘effects’ can be artificially introduced.

The regression models so far do not include a factor for word information. When including as a predictor the estimates of word surprisal under a particular language model, the regression model’s deviance decreases. The size of this decrease is the $\chi^2$-statistic of a likelihood-ratio test for significance of the surprisal effect and is taken as the measure of the fit of surprisal to the ERP amplitudes. This definition equals what Frank and Bod (2011) call ‘psychological accuracy’ in an analysis of reading times. The same method is applied for obtaining measures for quantifying the fit of entropy reduction and PoS surprisal, with one caveat: The regression models already include a factor for word surprisal (estimated by the 4-gram model trained on the full BNC because this model had the highest linguistic accuracy). Consequently, the $\chi^2$ measures for entropy reduction and PoS surprisal quantify their fit over and above what is already explained by word surprisal.

2.3.3. Exploratory and confirmatory analyses

We have no strong expectations about which information measure correlates with which ERP component, apart from the relation between word surprisal and the N400. Therefore, the current study is mostly exploratory, which means that it suitable for generating hypotheses but not for testing them (cf. De Groot, 2014). Strictly speaking, conclusions can only be drawn after a subsequent confirmatory study with new data. To be able to draw conclusions from our data, we divide the full data set into two subsets: the Exploratory Data, comprising only the 12 odd-numbered subjects; and the Confirmatory Data, comprising the 12 even-numbered subjects. The Exploratory Data is used to identify the information measures and ERP components that are potentially related. Only these potential effects are then tested on the Confirmatory Data. As potential effects, we consider only the ones for which all of the following conditions hold:

1. At least one of the language models results in a $\chi^2 > 3.84$ (the critical value at the $\alpha = .05$ level).
2. The direction matches the ERP component, that is, larger information value corresponds to more negative-going (E)LAN/N400 and to more positive-going (E)PNP/P600.
3. More accurate language models result in stronger effects, as apparent in larger $\chi^2$.
4. For entropy reduction: larger lookahead distance $k$ results in stronger effects, as apparent in larger $\chi^2$. 
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analyses for content (i.e., open-class) and function (closed-class) words, constituting 53.2% and 46.8% of the data, respectively. A word's class was determined from its PoS tag, where nouns, verbs (including modal verbs), adjectives, and adverbs were considered content words, and all others were function words.

As can be seen in Fig. 4, there is no reliable N400 effect on function words. Nevertheless, the effect is generally weaker when only content words (as opposed to all words) are included. Most likely, this is because function words on average have lower surprisal and elicit a smaller N400 than content words. In other words, part of the effect over all words is due to the difference between content and function words.

3.3. Model comparison

Table 2 shows results of pairwise comparisons between the best models of each type, that is, those whose word surprisal estimates fit the N400 amplitude best (for a fair comparison with the RNN and PSG models, n-gram models trained on the full BNC were not included).

When looking at all words, the n-gram model's surprisal explains variance over and above each of the other two models whereas neither the RNN nor the PSG model significantly outperforms the n-gram. The RNN explains variance that the PSG does not account for, but the reverse is not the case. Taking only content words, results are similar except that the RNN now outperforms the n-gram model. Effects on function words are very weak in general and, consequently, no one model type accounts for variance over and above any other.

4. Discussion

If a word (or its part-of-speech) conveys more information, it takes longer to read the word. The first objective of the current study was to investigate whether ERP amplitude, too, depends on word and PoS information. Our expectation that the N400 would be related to word surprisal was indeed borne out. Other components and information measures, however, did not show any reliable correlation. Our second objective was to identify the model type whose information measures best predict the ERP data. Generally speaking, the n-gram and RNN models outperformed the PSG in this respect.

4.1. The N400 effect of word surprisal

Reading a word with higher surprisal value, under any of the three language model types, results in increased N400 amplitude. This finding confirms that the ERP component is sensitive to word predictability. Whereas previous studies (e.g., Dambacher et al., 2006; Kutas & Hillyard, 1984; Moreno, Federmeyer, & Kutas, 2002; Wlotko & Federmeyer, 2013) used subjective human ratings to quantify predictability, we operationalized (un)predictability as the information-theoretic concept of surprisal, as estimated by probabilistic language models that were trained on a large text corpus. Although word surprisal can be viewed as a more formal variant of cloze probability, it was not obvious in advance that the known effect of cloze probability on N400 size could be replicated by surprisal. As Smith and Levy (2011) demonstrated, systematic differences exist between cloze and corpus-based word probabilities, and cloze probabilities appear to predict word reading-times more accurately.

Across the full range of surprisal values, average N400 amplitudes differed by about 1 \( \mu V \). Dambacher et al. (2006), too, found a difference of approximately 1 \( \mu V \) between content words with lowest and highest cloze probability. Experiments in which only sentence-final words are varied typically result in much larger effect sizes, with N400 amplitude varying by about 4 \( \mu V \) between high- and low-cloze (but not semantically anomalous) words (Kutas & Hillyard, 1984; Wlotko & Federmeyer, 2013). Most likely, this is because effects are more pronounced on sentence-final words, or because cloze differences tend to be larger in hand-crafted experimental sentences than in our (and Dambacher et al.‘s) naturalistic materials.

All model types could account for the N400 effect as long as their linguistic accuracy was sufficient. Importantly, the strength of the surprisal effect grows nearly monotonically with linguistic accuracy, that is, models that more accurately embody the statistical patterns of English generate surprisal values that more accurately predict the N400. This finding validates our approach of extracting formal measures from corpus-based language models. Moreover, the relation between linguistic accuracy and amount of explained variance makes it very unlikely that the effect on the N400 is in fact due to a confounding variable rather than to surprisal per se. This is because such a confound would need to explain not only the effect of surprisal but also the effect of linguistic accuracy. The relation between N400 and word surprisal is further confirmed by the results of a recent fMRI study in which participants listened to spoken narratives (Willems, Frank, Nijhof, Hagoort, & Van den Bosch, 2014). Words with higher surprisal resulted in increased activation of the left temporal lobe, an area that has repeatedly been identified as an important source for the N400 (Service, Helenius, Maury, & Salmelin, 2007; Simos, Basile, & Papanicolau, 1997; Van Petten & Luka, 2006).

N400 effects are usually investigated on content words only; Dambacher et al. (2006), too, excluded function words in their study of the relation between cloze probability and the N400. However, several studies have found that less predictable function words also result in increased N400 size (DeLong, Urbach, & Kutas, 2005; Martin et al., 2013; Wicha, Moreno, & Kutas, 2003). Separate analyses on content and function words revealed that, in our data, the effect is mostly (if not exclusively) present on content words. One reason why we failed to find a reliable N400 effect on function words might simply be that natural language (as captured in our
The question remains why word surprisal would be predictive of N400 size. Two functional interpretations of the N400 that have been proposed are that it reflects semantic integration (e.g., Hagoort, Baggio, & Willems, 2009; Kuperberg, 2007) or the retrieval of lexical information from memory (e.g., Brouwer, Fitz, & Hoeks, 2012; Kutas & Federmeier, 2000), with increased integration or retrieval difficulty resulting in a larger N400. We do not propose a third account but take the effect of surprisal to be subsumed by the memory-retrieval account: More predictable words can be pre-activated, thereby making it easier to retrieve their lexical information. In contrast, it is less clear why a more surprising word would be harder to semantically integrate into its sentence context, in particular when surprisal is estimated by language models that are only minimally (if at all) sensitive to semantics, as was the case for the models used in the study.

Fig. 3. Average electrode potentials, 0.50 Hz high-pass filtered and time-locked to word onset. Negative is plotted down. Numbers refer to electrode locations in montage M10 and correspond to those in Table 1. Red and blue lines are averages over the top and bottom tertile of word surprisal, respectively, and shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals. Plots are baseline corrected such that the average potential over both tertiles equals zero in the 100 ms leading up to word onset (i.e., pre-onset differences between the two tertiles remain visible in the plots). The bottom left panel shows an enlarged plot for electrode 1.

Fig. 4. Fit of word surprisal to N400 amplitude, on full data set (left), content words only (middle), or function words only (right), all as a function of the linguistic accuracy of the model that gave rise to the information measures. Note that linguistic accuracy depends on the data set because it is computed only over the words that take part in the analysis. Dotted lines indicate the critical value of the \( \chi^2 \)-statistic for \( \alpha = 0.05 \). Dashed lines are the levels beyond which effects are significant after applying Benjamini and Hochberg’s (1995) multiple comparison correction procedure that controls the false-discovery rate at 5%.
here. The word probabilities estimated by our models arise from statistical word-order patterns, which depend much more on syntactic than on semantic factors.

4.2. Other ERP components and information measures

Gouveia, Phillips, Kazanina, and Poeppel (2010) argue that surprisal and entropy reduction, being ‘one dimensional measures of syntactic processing cost’ (p. 182), are unable to account for the variety in ERP components that can be extracted from the EEG signal. As we have seen, however, there are in fact many dimensions to these information-theoretic measures. Not only can each be estimated by many different probabilistic language models, we can also distinguish the dimensions of surprisal and entropy reduction, and of word and part-of-speech information. However, we did not find reliable ERP effects of entropy reduction, nor of the PoS-based measures. This null finding may be interesting in its own right, considering that all four information measures have been shown to account for word reading times. Frank (2013) attempted (and failed) to tease apart the individual reading-time contributions of word surprisal and entropy reduction and concluded that the two measures may not correspond to cognitively distinct processes. Instead, they would merely be alternative quantifications of one and the same cognitive factor. In that case, however, one would expect both of them to predict N400 amplitude. Our results suggest otherwise: Only word surprisal showed an effect, so this information measure appears to quantify neurally (and, most likely, cognitively) different processes than entropy reduction does.

Of course, we would have been able to draw stronger conclusions about the cognitive relevance of different information measures if they had accounted for different ERP components. Crucially, the absence of other effects is not due to problems with the EEG data (since an N400 effect was found) or the information measures (since these can explain reading times). This raises the question: Was there any reason to expect more than the N400 effect to begin with?

However, there are also several reasons why an ELAN effect was unlikely to arise. For one, it has been claimed that an ELAN only appears in cases of outright syntactic violations (Friederici, 2002; Friederici & Weissenborn, 2007), whereas all our experimental sentences are grammatically correct. Moreover, in a recent review of ERP studies on stimuli with local syntactic violations, Steinhauer and Drury (2012) concluded that an ELAN is more often absent than present in experiments that use visually presented sentences. They also argued that many of the studies that do find ELAN effects are methodologically flawed.

The LAN component is much less controversial than the ELAN. It appears to be elicited by a range of syntactic violations beyond the local phrase structure, such as subject-verb number disagreement and incorrect case marking (for a review, see Friederici & Weissenborn, 2007). However, LAN effects are not restricted to syntactic violations (Kaan & Swaab, 2003a) so, to the extent that syntactic difficulty is captured by word information, we could have observed a LAN effect in our data.

4.2.2. Late positivities

In a review of the literature, Van Petten and Luka (2012) write that most ERP studies that compare higher- and lower-cloze (but semantically congruent) words find not only the N400 but also an (E)PNP in response to the lower-cloze word. Hence, there was every reason for our word surprisal measure to predict the (E)PNP as well. In fact, results by Thornhill and Van Petten (2012) suggest that surprisal should be more predictive of the (E)PNP than of the N400: They found that presenting a low-cloze (i.e., high surprisal) synonym of a highly expected word elicits an (E)PNP but no N400.

Kaan and Swaab (2003b) found an anterior post-N400 positivity, much like the (E)PNP, in response to syntactic disambiguation. Be reminded from the Introduction that entropy reduction can be viewed as the amount of ambiguity resolved by a word or PoS. Therefore, entropy reduction might predict the (E)PNP. Indeed, our exploratory analysis did reveal a potential (E)PNP effect of word entropy reduction, which closely followed findings on reading time in that the effect grew stronger with higher linguistic accuracy and larger lookahead distance. Somewhat disappointingly, no such effect remained in the confirmatory analysis. Although this striking difference between the two data sets may well be a statistical fluke, it raises the question if there was any relevant difference between the subject groups of the two analyses. There were no large differences in either mean age or gender (Exploratory: 29.5 years, 6 females; Confirmatory: 26.4 years, 4 females) but the groups might have differed in other properties. In any case, the possible effect of entropy reduction on (E)PNP deserves further study.
The P600, which is a more posterior component than the (E)PNP, is well known to occur when there is a syntactic garden path (e.g., Kaan & Swaab, 2003b; Osterhout & Holcomb, 1992; Osterhout, Holcomb, & Swinney, 1994). This has given rise to claims that it reflects a process of syntactic reanalysis that takes place when an initial sentence interpretation turns out to be incorrect (Friederici, 2002; Osterhout et al., 1994). A garden-path effect is necessarily triggered by the appearance of a word with an unexpected syntactic category. As such, syntactic reanalysis should co-occur with high surprisal and, indeed, surprisal has been shown to account for particular garden path phenomena (Brouwer, Fitz, & Hoeks, 2010; Hale, 2001). Levy (2008) proves that surprisal equals the extent to which the current input forces reallocation of the probability assigned to possible sentence interpretations. In other words, surprisal is large if a highly probable interpretation turns out to be incorrect (i.e., a garden path is encountered) and the associated probability must be reallocated to other (previously unlikely) interpretations. If the P600 indeed reflects syntactic reanalysis, we could therefore have seen surprisal effects on the P600. Even an entropy-reduction effect could not have been excluded in advance, considering that Hale (2003) and Linzen and Jaeger (2014) demonstrate that some garden paths can be viewed as effects of entropy reduction rather than surprisal. However, the P600 has also been found in cases that do not involve increased syntactic processing difficulty (e.g., Hoeks, Stowe, & Doedens, 2004; Kuperberg, Kreher, Sitnikova, Caplan, & Holcomb, 2007; Regel, Gunter, & Friederici, 2011; Van Berkum, Koornneef, Otten, & Nieuwland, 2007). This led to alternative interpretations of the P600 effect (e.g., Brouwer et al., 2012; Kuperberg, 2007) in which syntactic processing plays no central role and there is no reason to expect any effect of information quantities (at least, not as captured by our language models).

4.3. Implications for models of sentence comprehension

Cloze probabilities depend not only on participants’ knowledge of language but also on non-linguistic factors, such as world knowledge and metacognitive strategies. Our model-derived probabilities are very different in this respect, because they are solely based on the statistical language patterns extracted from the training corpus. Consequently, the use of computational models (as opposed to cloze probabilities) allows us to isolate purely linguistic effects on the EEG signal. More importantly, evaluating and comparing the predictions by structurally different models against the same set of experimental data provides insight into the cognitively most plausible sentence comprehension processes. Model comparisons revealed significant differences between model types with respect to the N400 effect. In particular, the n-gram and RNN model accounted for variance in N400 size over and above the PSG whereas the reverse was not the case. In short, the more parsimonious models, which do not rely on assumptions specific to language, outperform the hierarchical grammar based system. This mirrors results from reading time studies (Frank & Bod, 2011; Frank & Thompson, 2012; but see Fossum & Levy, 2012), suggesting that the assumptions underlying the PSG model are not efficacious for generating expectations about the upcoming word. Such a conclusion is consistent with claims that a non-hierarchical, RNN-like architecture forms a more plausible cognitive model of language processing than systems that are based on hierarchical syntactic structure (e.g., Bybee & McClelland, 2005; Christiansen & MacDonald, 2009; Frank, Bod, & Christiansen, 2012).

Likewise, it is noticeable that there was no effect on ERP components that are traditionally considered to reflect syntactic processing effort. Although no strong conclusions should be drawn from such a null effect, an effect of PSG-based surprisal (perhaps particularly for parts-of-speech) would be expected if the construction of a syntactic structure is fundamental to sentence comprehension.

5. Conclusion

This work connected information-theoretical notions to their neural implementations, revealing a strong relation between the surprisal of a word and the amplitude of the N400 component in response to reading that word. Evidently, information quantities derived from statistical language models can be used to make sense of EEG data from large-scale, non-factorial studies that use naturally occurring sentences as stimuli. This offers a novel technique for setting up and analyzing EEG studies, one that does not rely on the careful construction of stimuli and manipulation of factors.

Any probabilistic language model can be used to estimate word information values, allowing for a very flexible approach to model evaluation and comparison which can be instrumental in uncovering the representations and processes that underlie human sentence processing. The three types of models we used here are relatively simple; more sophisticated systems are likely to be better capable at simulating cognitive processes. Future modeling efforts may therefore result in more appropriate information estimates to evaluate against EEG data, possibly revealing novel correspondences between information values and ERP responses. To facilitate such future endeavors, we may provide our data available as online supplementary materials to the research community. We hope and expect that formal modeling can help shed light on the oftentimes contradictory-seeming ERP findings.
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